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Sensors HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Complete, State-of-the-Art Coverage of Sensor Technologies and Applications


	Fully revised with the latest breakthroughs in integrated sensors and control systems, Sensors Handbook, Second Edition provides all of the information needed to select the optimum sensor for any type of application, including engineering,...


		

Business Services Orchestration: The Hypertier of Information TechnologyCambridge University Press, 2003
Business Services Orchestration (BSO) is a new, unique, far-reaching industry technology encompassing the art of harmoniously organizing the interactions between business services. These business services may represent internal business processes of organizations. Integration of many of these internal legacy, custom, and COTS applications may,...


		

Oracle ADF Enterprise Application Development – Made Simple: Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	The simplest way to learn Oracle's ADF is to follow an enterprise development process from start to finish, which is exactly what this book does. Combining theory with real-world examples, it's the ultimate guide for Oracle and J2EE developers.


	Overview

	
		Utilize best practices for real-life...







		

Python 3 Text Processing with NLTK 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 80 practical recipes on natural language processing techniques using Python's NLTK 3.0


	About This Book

	
		Break text down into its component parts for spelling correction, feature extraction, and phrase transformation
	
		Learn how to do custom sentiment analysis and named entity...



		

Professional Team Foundation ServerWrox Press, 2006
This book is for project managers, IT administrators, and anyone whose role consists of administering Team Foundation Server on a daily basis, running a software project, setting up users, or handling security.    

    Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of...


		

Data Model Patterns: A Metadata Map (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
A very ambitious undertaking, masterfully described. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first published version of the detailed models implied by the Zachman Framework. David Hay builds the models one step at a time, describing in each increment why the new entities were added, and how they related to the rest of the model. At least as...





		

Hacking Exposed Malware & RootkitsMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Malware. In my almost 15 years in information security, malware has become the most powerful tool in a cyber attacker’s arsenal. From sniffing financial records and stealing keystrokes to peer-to-peer networks and auto updating functionality, malware has become the key component in almost all successful attacks. This has not always been...


		

Prediction of Protein Structures, Functions, and InteractionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The growing flood of new experimental data generated by genome sequencing has provided an impetus for the development of automated methods for predicting the functions of proteins that have been deduced by sequence analysis and lack experimental characterization.


	Prediction of Protein Structures, Functions and Interactions presents...


		

PrimeFaces CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here are over 100 recipes for PrimeFaces, the ultimate JSF framework. It’s a great practical introduction to leading-edge Java web development, taking you from the basics right through to writing custom components.


	Overview

	
		The first PrimeFaces book that concentrates on practical approaches rather...







		

Developing Java Beans (Java Series)O'Reilly, 1997
Java Beans is the most important new development in Java this year. Beans is the next generation of Java technology that not only adds features the language lacked, but also lets Java programs interoperate with a number of development environments. The initial release includes a bridge for Microsoft's ActiveX/COM; future releases will include...

		

C# COM+ ProgrammingHungry Minds, 2001
A must have reference for developers already working with COM+ who are ready to transition the the .NET Platform. Softcover. CD-ROM included. 

       C# COM+ Programming Your Complete Guide to COM+ Services in the .NET Framework Whether you want to integrate existing COM+ services into...

		

EndNote 1 - 2 - 3  Easy!: Reference Management for the ProfessionalSpringer, 2005
Reference management is the process of storing, managing, retrieving, and citing references from various sources. Learning effective reference management is critically important for healthcare and biomedical professionals as it is a major component of the process of scientific manuscript writing. Effective reference management is also useful for...
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